For more detailed definitions and examples also see the full 45-page annotation guidelines (Liakata and Soldatova, 2008) .
Category Description Hypothesis
A statement not yet confirmed rather than a factual statement Motivation
The reasons behind an investigation Background
Generally accepted background knowledge and previous work Goal A target state of the investigation where intended discoveries are made Object-New An entity which is a product or main theme of the investigation Object-New-Advantage
Advantage of an object Object-New-Disadvantage Disadvantage of an object Method-New
Means by which authors seek to achieve a goal of the investigation Method-New-Advantage
Advantage of a Method Method-New-Disadvantage Disadvantage of a Method Method-Old A method mentioned pertaining to previous work Method- Old 
Distinguishing between different types of Objective, Approach and Outcome
The CoreSC scheme distinguishes objectives into Hypothesis-Goal-Motivation-Object, the main approach into Method-Model-Experiment and outcomes into Observation-Result-Conclusion. The above distinction is important to expert needs. Hypothesis (a statement to be proven or refuted or an assumption which constitutes a stepping stone of an investigation) provides very different information to a Goal (what the authors aim to achieve), Object (an entity e.g. a gene which constitutes the focal point of an investigation) and the underlying knowledge gap which necessitates the investigation (Motivation). Even though Hypothesis, Goal, Motivation and Object typically cover a small percentage of a paper (2%, 1%, 1% and 3% respectively), they play a crucial role in communicating the essence of a scientific investigation. Thus, the challenge lies in identifying and distinguishing between these categories despite the limited data availability. It is also important to distinguish between different types of outcomes, as they involve different levels of inference. Observations are linked to direct measurement or experience of a phenomenon, while a Result is an outcome inferred from Observations using comparisons or analytical thinking. Conclusions involve a further level of abstraction from Observations and Results, and are expected to contain the answers to Hypotheses. The distinction between Method, Model and Experiment allows one to single out respectively high level mentions of methodology, theoretical frameworks employed and specific experimental steps.
Examples of annotated categories in the CoreSC scheme
Examples annotations are given for each category (Table 2) . Where possible neighbouring sentences from the same paper were chosen to better illustrate the relationship between categories (for example note the build up from Observation to Conclusion). Square brackets give the paper id and the sentence number, separated by an underscore. More examples are given in Liakata and Soldatova (2008) and also in the annotated online ART/CoreSC corpus: http : //www.ukoln.ac.uk/projects/ART Corpus/html/ 3 Information about papers used as training/testing data Articles in our training data (the ART/CoreSC corpus) represents 16 different journals and cover 25 topics. Table 3 shows the journals, topics and the number of articles per journal and topic respectively.
Category

Annotated Sentence
Hypothesis "Next we asked, whether BOB.1/OBF.1 is able to form ternary complexes together with Oct1 and Oct2 on the murine and human Btk promoters." [N A 1421503 106] Motivation "To get more insights into the physiological role of BOB. "In an alternative approach the benzotriazole dye maleimide was used as the target for the nucleophilic attack of an alkyl thiol attached to an oligonucleotide (Scheme 1)." [b506219e 89] Method-New-Advantage "This approach is simple and effective to use and offers a straight forward method for adding benzotriazole dyes to oligonucleotides." [b506219e 91] Method-Old "Microfiltration(20) and dielectrophoresis(11,21) have been used to integrate blood sample preparation with PCR on microfabricated devices." [b409366f 16] Method-Old-Disadvantage "The microfilters were prone to clogging by blood samples, while the dielectrophoresis studies used only diluted or resuspended blood cells within a specific separation buffer, that was required to adjust the conductivity." [b409366f 18] Method-Old-Advantage "The usefulness of the B3LYP/6-31++G** method to describe intra-and intermolecular hydrogen bonds has been demonstrated in recent studies through comparison with the second order MllerPlesset (MP2) predictions. (31,39)" [b406455k 71] Experiment "A Renishaw inVIA microscope system with a 514.5 nm argon ion laser and a Renishaw microscope system 1000 with a 632.9 nm heliumneon laser were used. Samples were analysed using a 20 objective to focus the laser beam into a microtitre plate containing the sample." [b506219e 51, 52] Model "The basic construction of the SERRS Beacon is shown in Fig. 3 ." [b506219e 96] Observation "It was possible to obtain SERRS signals from all 12 of the labels in a quantitative manner allowing detection limits to be obtained which were in the order of 1 1012 mol dm3." [b506219e 74] Result "When the detection limits of SERRS, using a commercially available Raman spectrometer, were compared with those obtained using standard quantitative PCR instrumentation, it was found that SERRS was generally at least three orders of magnitude more sensitive than fluorescence (24). The results shown in Table 1 
Section headings
A section is taken to be the text between two headings. In the case of nested headings (e.g. title and subtitiles) we consider the outermost heading. For our Struct-3 feature we considered the 16 headings in Table 4 , which are retrieved by matching the corresponding regular expressions.
Verb classes
We employed the verb classes in Table 5 as features for the classification. These were obtained automatically using clustering methods described in Sun 
Examples of significant ngrams and GR triples
In Table 6 we present examples of significant unigrams, bigrams and GR dependency triples, as ranked by the Liblinear algorithm (Fan et al., 2008) . Significance was determined according to the absolute value of weights assigned to each feature by Liblinear (|w j |). According to Chang and Lin (2008) , ranking results according to |w j | identifies the same features as being important as does considering how the performance is influenced when the features in question are excluded (leave-one-feature-out). class3  class4  class5  class6  class7  class8  class9  class10  give  fit  fix  vary  calculate  illustrate  affect  interest report  seem  involve  extend  associate bond  employ  explain  enhance  make  assume accord  provide shift  excite  quench study  suggest  improve  take  note  appear  kcal  attribute depend  result  perform  predict  characterize list  observe correspond  contain  compare charge  exist  identify  indicate  support  remain expect  lead  carry  reduce  label  change achieve  require  form  lie  consider contribute  yield  assign  select  arise  derive  show  produce  use  propose  stretch  relate  base  occur  monitor  reveal  isolate  choose  find  represent set  adsorb  increase introduce confirm  separate  need  see  reflect  apply  mix  start  discuss  follow  induce  present Table 7 gives examples of common categorisation errors, to better illustrate the challenge in classifying the categories. In the case of Table 7 :1(A), The advantage of an old Method is annotated as Background. This is not an unlikely mistake to make as the sentence does pertain to previous work. In the second case, the classifiers assigned this sentence to BAC with a confidence of 0.95. Indeed, this sentence pertains to details of previous work and not actually an old Method. Another common error arises from the fact that Goals and Methods are often conveyed together in the same sentences. This is shown in examples Table 7 :2 (A) and 2 (B). The classifiers captured the Method part of these sentences rather than the Goal part. Allowing multiple labels per sentences would rectify this.
In Table 7 :3 (A) a sentence containing both a Goal and an Object is classified as Object rather than Goal by the classifiers. For the sentence in 3(B), however, to which the classifiers assigned Object with a high confidence of 0.84, this is indeed an Object as it refers to what the investigation is about, not what the authors aim to achieve.
In Table 7 :4 (A) the classifiers label the sentence as Result instead of Conclusion, whith a low confidence of 0.53. So this case is considered difficult by the classifiers, presumably because it contains mixed indications such as the verb 'conclude' but also a figure, usually associated with Result or Observation . For 4(B) , however, the classifiers assigned Result with a high confidence of 0.94 while the human expert annotated it as Conclusion. This sentence contains mention of results and a comparison rather than a more elaborate conclusion. In the guidelines human annotators were told that a comparison is usually an indication of a Result rather than a Conclusion. In Table 7 :5 (A) the classifiers label the sentences as Observation rather than Result with a low confidence of 0.45. Indeed, this sentence contains a comparison so it should be a Result rather than a direct Observation. 5 (B) which was assigned to Observation with a high confidence of 0.81 contains both elements of an Observation (e.g. measurement units and the word 'observed') but it is primarily about a Result, the assignment of these observations to particular elements.
In Table 7 :6 (A) both classifiers agreed in the annotation of the sentence as Method with a medium confidence (0.69) but the label assigned by annotators was Object. Here the sentence has actually both an Object part (the interconnectivity between different Xe adsorption regions) and a Method part (examined by 2D EXSY spectroscopy). In the second example, 6(B), classifier confidence was low (mean of 0.45) in assigning Method to this instance. This sentence is indeed an Object as it focusses on the Table 6 : Example of significant ngrams and grammatical triples. Here the ranking reflect the usefulness of these features in classifying the Method category, as determined by Liblinear. The feature @@@.@@@ stands for any three digit decimal number. The expression "ncsubj ... obj" signals a passive construction. So "ncsubj observe those obj" correspond to "those were observed". In the grammatical relations, the first entity denotes the type of relation, the second the predicate and the third the argument which plays the role of subject, direct object etc., depending on the type of relation. Thus, "ncsubj predict we" corresponds to "we predict", where 'predict' is the predicate and 'we' is the subject.
entities being calculated rather than a methodology.
As an example of Hypothesis wrongly annotated as Conclusion in Table 7 : 7(A), the classifiers agreed in annotating this sentence as a Conclusion with high classifier confidence (mean of 0.9) and indeed this is a weak Conclusion drawn from some outcome mentioned previously. The human annotator must have been confused by the use of "may" in this sentence, which is often used to express Hypotheses. The example in 7(B) was annotated by both classifiers as Conclusion with medium confidence (0.75) but was in fact a Hypothesis, as the statement was followed by further investigations. However, had it been at the end of the document it could well have been a weak Conclusion.
An other common error is Hypothesis wrongly annotated as Result. In Table 7 , 8 (A) was annotated as Result rathen than Hypothesis with high confidence (0.78). This sentence indeed contains elements that point to a result (e.g. the word 'result') but its role in the paper was that of a stepping stone, as it resulted in more investigations. Viewed on its own, however, it is difficult to ascertain if this is a Hypothesis or a weak Conclusion, and part of it definitely includes Result. Example 8 (B) was assigned Result by the classifiers also with high confidence (0.75) but is a Hypothesis, consisting of various conditions and parts.
Significance tests for the relation between classifier confidence and agreement between manual annotation & classifiers
We conducted significance tests to assess if classifier confidence and agreement between classifiers and manual annotation are correlated. We considered: (A) A Welch Two Sample t-test for the values of classifier confidence in cases of agreement between classifiers and manual annotation and in cases of disagreement. Both tests were conducted using the R statistics package and showed significance at 99% level with a p−value < 2.2e−16. The Welch Two Sample t-test showed that in cases of agreement, the mean value of classifier confidence (represented as a probability) is at least 0.25 greater than in cases of disagreement. The Pearson's product moment correlation showed a significant positive correlation between agreement and classifier confidence, with a coefficient of at least 0.54.
Details for both tests are available in Table 8 .
Further explanation of boxplots and confusion matrix
In the confusion matrix in the manuscript (Figure 7) , (Figure 4 ), when the classifiers don't agree with the manual annotation ( Figure 5 ) and classifier confidence for the entire corpus ( Figure 6 ). It is important to note that the trend in Figure 6 is more similar to the trend in Figure 4 (cases of agreement).
The lines in the middle of the boxes are median values, while the upper edge of the boxplot is the upper quartile (25% of instances have value greater than this) and the lower edge is the lower quartile (25% of data have value less that this). Circles in the boxplots denote outliers, that is values that are less than 3/2 of the lower quartile. The whiskers show minimum and maximum values with the exclusion of outliers.
Combining binary classifiers
To provide a direct comparison with the multi-class classifier (which only assign one category label per sentence), the result from binary classifiers is combined to give a single label each time.
We follow the rules below in combining the binary classifiers:
• If a sentence receives 0 from all classifiers → assign to 'BAC', the most wide-ranging category
• If a sentence receives 0 from all classifiers apart from one category → assign that category
• If a sentence receives multiple categories → apply priority of concepts and assign the prevailing category
The priority of concepts is the same as given to human annotators in the guidelines of ?. They favour categories over more frequent ones, in the case where more than one category is assigned to a sentence. The list of priorities from highest to lowest is the following: <Hypothesis> <Goal> <Motivation> <Object> <Conclusion> <Result> <Model> <Experiment> <Method> <Observation> <Background>
